
 
Nurturing Growth and 

Community at Heroes HAF 
Activities 

 
Introduction: 
Heroes HAF Activities stands as a beacon of holistic 
development, embodying a commitment to shaping the 
minds and hearts of young learners. With a clear mission 
and goals, the program is designed to provide a diverse range of engaging and 
educational activities, fostering creativity, critical thinking, and collaboration among 
participants. 
 
Behind the scenes, meticulous planning and efficient staff management played a 
crucial role in ensuring that Heroes HAF Activities met and exceeded the minimum 
standards for Quality Provision in its winter program. This involved a comprehensive 
approach encompassing healthy food provision, enriching activities, physical 
activities, nutritional education, signposting and referrals, adherence to policies and 
procedures, and an unwavering commitment to safeguarding. These criteria formed 
the foundation upon which the program was built, ensuring a well-rounded and 
high-quality experience for all participants. 
 
Prior to the commencement of the program, the management conducted thorough 
interviews with potential staff, focusing on safer recruitment practices to guarantee 
suitability for the program. This rigorous process aimed to identify individuals who 
demonstrated dedication and enthusiasm for the mission of Heroes HAF Activities. 
Additionally, a comprehensive staff meeting was organized to outline expectations 
and responsibilities. During this meeting, staff members received training where 
necessary, were made aware of the specific needs of students with Special 
Educational Needs and Disabilities (SEND), learned about allergies and proper food 
handling, received health and safety guidance, and were acquainted with the 
groups, registers and children they would be associated with. Moreover, detailed 
information on safeguarding practices was provided, and the staff was equipped 
with the necessary support, planning tools, and resources to ensure the smooth and 
enjoyable execution of the Heroes HAF program for all attending students. 
 
Enriching Activities: 
From the very first day, the program sets the tone for an immersive experience. The 
careful grouping of students by age ensures a tailored approach to learning, creating 
an inclusive environment for everyone. The use of coloured wristbands, indicating 
photo consent preferences, not only streamlines logistics but also prioritizes the 
privacy and comfort of each participant. Red wristbands meant that the children did 
not have photo consent, the other colours indicted the group they were in. As 
documented in engaging photos, staff members personalize activities to suit the 
unique needs and interests of their assigned groups, laying the foundation for a 
transformative journey. 



 
The focus on character building and soft skills development permeates every aspect 
of Heroes HAF Activities. Strategies are implemented to nurture emotional 
intelligence and resilience, empowering participants with the tools needed to 
navigate life's challenges. By instilling values such as teamwork, empathy, and 
perseverance, the program goes beyond academic excellence, aiming to shape well-
rounded individuals. 
 
Examples 
 
Arts and Crafts 

Engaging in arts and crafts activities at Heroes HAF Activities has proven to offer a 
multitude of benefits for the participating students. Beyond being an enjoyable 
and creative outlet, these activities provide tangible, physical items that students 
can take home and proudly showcase to their parents. The joy of creating 
something with their own hands not only fosters a sense of accomplishment but 
also serves as a lasting remembrance of their time spent at Heroes HAF. These 
tangible artifacts become cherished keepsakes, serving as a testament to the 
creativity and skills honed during the program. The process of crafting not only 
stimulates artistic expression but also enhances fine motor skills, creativity, and 
critical thinking – all contributing to a well-rounded and enriching experience for 
the students. 



 
Interactive Quizzes  

The incorporation of interactive quizzes within the framework of Heroes HAF 
Activities has yielded significant benefits for the participating students. Beyond 
being an engaging and fun learning tool, interactive quizzes have played a pivotal 
role in fostering the growth of confidence among the students. The participatory 
nature of these quizzes encourages active engagement and critical thinking, 
empowering students to showcase their knowledge in a supportive environment. 
Moreover, team quizzes have proven to be instrumental in forging bonds and 
friendships within the groups. Collaborating on quiz challenges not only enhances 
teamwork but also creates a sense of camaraderie and mutual support. As an 
additional incentive, some groups have taken it upon themselves to present prizes, 
adding an extra layer of excitement and motivation to the interactive quiz 
experience. Overall, these quizzes serve as a dynamic and effective means to 
cultivate both individual and collective growth while adding an element of 
enjoyment to the learning process. 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Group Activities  

Heroes HAF Activities intentionally prioritizes the inclusion of all students, 
irrespective of their abilities or backgrounds, with a focus on boosting their 
confidence through engaging group activities. A prime example of this inclusive 
approach is the collective colouring of a large mat. This activity not only promotes 
teamwork and collaboration but also serves as a valuable tool for building essential 
motor skills among young children. As they carefully coloured within the lines, the 
students not only showcased their creativity but also honed their fine motor skills. 
The fact that Heroes Centre LTD staff members have a background in teaching 
adds an extra layer of enrichment to such activities. Their expertise ensures that 
each activity is not just enjoyable but also designed with educational benefits in 
mind, aligning with the overarching goal of creating a supportive and empowering 
environment for all participating students. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Building Crafts and Science  

Again, the teaching background of Heroes Centre LTD staff adds a dynamic and 
educational dimension to the activities, allowing for the incorporation of extra fun 
and hands-on experiences. An illustrative example is the creation of fake snow, a 
science experiment commonly taught in schools. This activity not only introduces 
an element of wonder and excitement but also provides a practical, experiential 
learning opportunity for the children. The staff's expertise ensures that such 
activities are not only enjoyable but also align with educational principles, sparking 
curiosity and fostering a love for learning in the participating students. The 
enthusiasm displayed by the children during these practical elements underscores 
the success of integrating science-based experiences into the Heroes HAF 
program. 
 

 
 
 
 



 
The Games Room  

 
The Heroes Games Room stands as a vibrant hub within the Heroes HAF Activities, 
providing a safe and enjoyable environment for children to engage in a variety of 
recreational activities. Equipped with arcade machines, a snooker table, air 
hockey, and more, the Games Room serves as a dynamic space where children 
not only have the opportunity to have fun but also to form lasting friendships. This 
dedicated area allows participants to try new things, fostering a sense of 
exploration and curiosity. Beyond the sheer enjoyment, the Games Room offers a 
platform for skill development, with activities like playing snooker encouraging the 
honing of precision and strategic thinking. By combining entertainment with skill-
building and social interactions, the Heroes Games Room plays a crucial role in 
creating a well-rounded and enriching experience for the children within the 
Heroes HAF program. 
 

 
 



Trip Day: 
The inclusion of a trip day further enhances the participants' experience. Tailored 
performances of "Little Red Riding Hood" for the younger group and "The Lion, the 
Witch, and the Wardrobe" for the older children provide an accessible and inclusive 
environment, incorporating sign language and assisted viewing. The trip to 
Birmingham Library for the younger group not only stimulates a love for literature 
but also encourages a sense of exploration and curiosity. 
 
Our trip day at Heroes HAF 
Activities commenced with an 
unwavering commitment to 
safeguarding as our top priority. 
Rigorous measures were 
implemented, beginning with 
thorough register checks to 
ensure that every child was 
accounted for. To streamline the 
day's events, each child was 
given a wristband, effectively 
grouping them and facilitating 
efficient organization. Staff 
members were meticulously 
allocated to specific groups of 
children, ensuring a personalized 
and secure experience. As an 
additional layer of safety, 
children were informed about 
emergency protocols and what 
steps to take in case of unforeseen circumstances or if they found themselves 
separated from their group. This comprehensive approach to safeguarding laid the 
foundation for a day filled with exciting and enriching experiences, assuring both 
parents and staff of the utmost priority placed on the well-being and security of 
every participant. 
 
The anticipation and excitement among the students were palpable as we embarked 

on the journey to Birmingham REP. 
The coach buzzed with energy and 
enthusiasm, creating an atmosphere 
filled with laughter and chatter. The 
students, brimming with anticipation 
for the day's adventures, exchanged 
stories, shared their expectations, 
and eagerly looked forward to the 
upcoming performances of "Little 
Red Riding Hood" and "The Lion, the 
Witch, and the Wardrobe" at 
Birmingham REP. The air was filled 
with a sense of camaraderie and 



excitement, underscoring the positive and anticipatory spirit that accompanies such 
outings. The journey itself became a memorable part of the overall experience, 
setting the stage for a day filled with shared joys and lasting memories. 
 
The younger children revelled in the enchanting performance of "Little Red Riding 
Hood," their eyes gleaming with wonder as they experienced the magic of live 
theatre. As the curtain fell on their show before the other performance, the staff 
seamlessly transitioned them to the next exciting chapter of our trip at Birmingham 
Library. Here, the dedicated staff engaged the children by reading captivating books, 
fostering an environment that not only entertained but also developed crucial 
cognitive and literacy skills. The interactive storytelling session became a highlight of 
the trip, creating an atmosphere of joy and curiosity. The children not only enjoyed 
the stories but also actively participated in discussions, building not only a love for 
reading but also essential skills that will serve them well in their educational journey. 
The Birmingham Library 
visit, coupled with the 
engaging reading session, 
exemplified how each 
component of our trip day 
was thoughtfully designed 
to provide both 
enjoyment and valuable 
learning experiences. 
 
 

 
 
 



As the curtains closed on the second performance, signaling the end of our exciting 
day, it was time to head back home. Throughout the return journey, parents were 
kept well-informed of our estimated time of arrival (ETA), providing them with real-
time updates on our progress. Live location sharing ensured an additional layer of 
reassurance for parents, allowing them to track our route and anticipate the safe 
return of their children. To encapsulate the day's vibrant experiences, a collection of 
photos capturing the joyous moments was shared with parents. The shared visuals 
not only provided a delightful glimpse into the children's day but also allowed 
parents to share in the excitement and memories created during our trip. The overall 
experience was a resounding success, blending entertainment, education, and 
safety, resulting in an enjoyable and 
enriching day for all participants. 
  



Success Stories: 
Creating a sense of belonging and inclusivity is at the core of Heroes HAF Activities. 
Strategies are employed to accommodate diverse learning needs, ensuring that 
every participant feels valued and supported. Success stories highlight the positive 
impact of this inclusive approach, fostering a supportive community that celebrates 
individual differences. 
 

Unveiling the Bright Star: 
Ariana's Heroic Journey at 

Heroes HAF Activities 
 
In the winter of 2024, the Heroes HAF 
Activities program welcomed a bright-
eyed and inquisitive six-year-old named 
Ariana. Initially reserved, Ariana's 
journey within the program showcased 
her exceptional intelligence, curiosity, 
and heightened awareness that set her 
apart from her peers. As she embraced 
the various activities offered, Ariana 
quickly emerged as a vibrant participant, 
captivating the attention of both staff 
and fellow students. 
 

Background: 
Ariana's initial shyness masked the intellectual potential that would soon become 
evident. Despite her reserved demeanour, the staff noticed subtle signs of her 
exceptional curiosity and engagement with the activities. As she gradually opened 
up, Ariana's true nature as a keen learner and participant in the program began to 
shine. 



 
Academic Brilliance: 
One of the standout moments in 
Ariana's journey occurred during a 
routine Wednesday library trip. As her 
class immersed themselves in the world 
of books, Ariana's proficiency in reading 
surpassed expectations for her age. 
Staff members observed her effortlessly 
navigating through age-appropriate 
books, demonstrating not only her 
reading abilities but also a genuine love 
for literature. 
 
Inquisitive Nature: 
Ariana's high intelligence was 
complemented by her insatiable 
curiosity. During various activities and 
group discussions, she consistently 
asked insightful questions, revealing a 
deep desire to understand the world 
around her. Recognizing her inquisitive nature, staff members made a concerted 
effort to provide additional resources and support to nurture her intellectual 
curiosity. 
 
Health and Nutrition Awareness: 
Beyond her academic achievements, Ariana demonstrated a commendable 
awareness of healthy food choices and proper nutrition. Her participation in 

physical activities further 
emphasized her commitment 
to maintaining a balanced 
and active lifestyle. Ariana's 
holistic approach to well-
being showcased not only 
her intellectual prowess but 
also her understanding of 
the importance of a healthy 
lifestyle from a young age. 
 
Parental Involvement 
and Positive Feedback: 
Ariana's parents actively 

supported her journey at Heroes HAF Activities, providing positive feedback and 
expressing gratitude for the transformative experience. In a heartfelt message, 
Ariana's parents acknowledged the program's impact on their child's growth and 
development. They highlighted Ariana's increased confidence, sociability, and a 
newfound enthusiasm for learning, underscoring the positive influence of the 
program on her overall development. 



 
 
 
Conclusion: 
Ariana's story at Heroes HAF Activities stands as a testament to the program's 
ability to nurture and elevate young minds. Through engaging activities, a 
supportive environment, and dedicated staff, Ariana not only embraced her 
academic potential but also developed into a confident, articulate, and 
intellectually advanced six-year-old. Her journey serves as an inspiration for both 
staff and fellow students, emphasizing the importance of recognizing and fostering 
the unique qualities that each child brings to the learning experience. Ariana's 
heroic journey at Heroes HAF Activities reflects the program's commitment to 
providing a holistic and enriching educational experience for young minds. 
 

 
Xavier's Triumph: A Journey of Growth and Resilience 
at Heroes HAF Week 
 
Heroes HAF Week is a sanctuary that embraces students from all walks of life, 
recognizing and catering to diverse needs. At its core, the program prioritizes the 
emotional and social well-being of children as fundamental prerequisites for overall 
growth. Xavier's extraordinary experience during Heroes HAF Week stands as a 
testament to the transformative impact of this holistic approach. 
 



Xavier, who joined Heroes mid last year, faced unique challenges due to yet-to-be-
diagnosed additional needs, requiring 1:1 support from staff. Despite these 
challenges, Xavier's vibrant and curious personality quickly made him stand out 
among both staff and students. His energetic nature, coupled with a short 
attention span, presented occasional hurdles, but Xavier's unwavering dedication 
to participating in all activities showcased his determination. 

 



A pivotal moment for Xavier was the trip to Birmingham's REP, where he engaged 
in performances of both Little Red Riding Hood and The Lion, the Witch, and the 
Wardrobe. His sheer excitement and immersion in the singing and pantomime 
atmosphere were a joy to witness. Xavier's exceptional behaviour during the trip 
reflected not only the support provided by staff but also his own ability to embrace 
and enjoy the outing fully. 
 
The 1:1 support Xavier received resulted in beautiful bonds with the staff, 
showcasing not only their dedication but also Xavier's determination and resilience. 
The involvement of his parents played a crucial role in helping Heroes 
accommodate his needs, ensuring an educational and enriching week for Xavier. 
 
Throughout the week, Xavier's initial shyness with new people transformed into 
increased confidence. He interacted with staff members and fellow students, 
adapting to changing environments and 
age ranges with remarkable ease. 
Xavier's progress served as a testament 
to both the support provided by the staff 
and his personal growth. His emotional 
well-being noticeably improved, evolving 
from shyness and occasional combative 
moments to inclusive, accepting, and 
positive changes. 
 
By the end of Heroes HAF Week, Xavier 
had become a joy to be around, leaving 
everyone at Heroes incredibly proud of 
his achievements. His journey reflects 
the program's commitment to fostering 
growth and resilience in each participant. 
Xavier's triumph stands as a shining 
example of the transformative power of 
Heroes HAF Week in creating a nurturing 
space for all students to thrive. Well 
done, Xavier! 
 

  



Healthy Food and Nutrition: 
The program places a significant emphasis on promoting healthy eating habits. 
Nutritional education is seamlessly integrated into the curriculum, with dedicated 
sessions encouraging active participation in tasks such as tidying up. Continuous 
reinforcement of healthy habits is evident in documentation, showcasing the 
improved awareness and choices in nutrition made by the participants. 

 
Our carefully curated menu for lunch 
during the Heroes HAF Activities aimed 
to provide a nutritious and varied 
selection throughout the week. On 
Tuesday, students enjoyed a 
wholesome meal of white rice with 
brown lentils or boneless chicken 
sourced locally. Wednesday brought 
the delightful flavours of chicken pasta, 
highlighting our dedication to using 
fresh, locally sourced ingredients. 
Thursday was designated as a packed 
lunch day, with parents encouraged to 
send their child with lunch while also 
providing locally procured fruit and 
cereal bars. Wrapping up the week on 
Friday, the menu featured tasty chicken 
wraps paired with chips, prepared in-
house to ensure quality and freshness. 
To ensure the well-being of our 
participants, we continuously provided 
a variety of fruits sourced locally 
throughout the day, and meticulous 
attention was given to ensure that all 
prepared food met stringent school 
food standards. Hydration was 
prioritized with the provision of water 
and squash throughout the day. As a 
nut-free establishment, we took extra 
measures to prevent allergies and 
ensure a safe dining environment. The 
feedback surrounding the food has 
been overwhelmingly positive, with 
participants and parents appreciating 
the nutritional variety and 
thoughtfulness that went into each 
locally sourced and freshly prepared 
meal. 
 
 

 



 
In addition to our carefully curated menu, we implemented dedicated health and 
nutrition activities for every group during the Heroes HAF Activities, underscoring our 
commitment to holistic well-being. These specialized sessions aimed to ensure that 
students were not only well-fed but also well-informed about making healthy 
choices. Through interactive and age-appropriate activities, participants learned 
about the importance of balanced nutrition, the benefits of incorporating fruits and 
vegetables into their diets, and the significance of staying hydrated. Our goal was 
not just to provide nourishment but also to educate and empower students to make 
informed decisions regarding their health. These activities further enhanced the 
comprehensive nature of the Heroes HAF program, fostering a culture of well-being 
that extended beyond mealtime and into the students' daily lives. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  



 
 
 
 
 
  



Physical Education and Active Lifestyle: 
Adapting to the weather conditions, physical education during the Heroes HAF 
Activities took a dynamic turn indoors this time. To keep the energy high and the 
excitement palpable, we incorporated fitness videos into our regimen, allowing 
students to follow along with engaging and age-appropriate exercises. Structured 
physical education programs, including indoor sports like Just Dance and video 
fitness activities, further contributed to the positive impact on overall well-being and 
physical health. Regardless of the group, all participants were encouraged to actively 
participate in these indoor physical activities, fostering a sense of unity and shared 
enthusiasm. Our dedicated staff members played a crucial role in making these 
sessions not only beneficial but also enjoyable, tailoring the activities to suit each 
group's age and interests. Beyond the physical aspect, students were also 
enlightened about the myriad benefits of regular physical activity, emphasizing the 
importance of maintaining a healthy and active lifestyle. This indoor physical 
education component not only ensured that students remained active despite the 
weather constraints but also instilled in them a lasting appreciation for the 
significance of physical well-being. 
 
While the majority of physical activities took place indoors due to weather 
constraints, we ensured a balance by incorporating some outdoor elements into the 
Heroes HAF Activities. One highlight was the inclusion of a bouncy castle, which 
proved to be a tremendous hit among all participants. This outdoor feature not only 
added an extra layer of enjoyment but also provided a unique and dynamic way for 
students to stay active. Importantly, we observed that the bouncy castle was 
particularly beneficial for our students with Special Educational Needs (SEN). The 
sensory elements of the activity kept them heavily engaged, offering a stimulating 
and enjoyable experience. This inclusive approach reflected our commitment to 
providing a diverse range of physical activities that catered to the varying needs and 
preferences of all participants, ensuring that each child could actively and joyfully 
participate in the program. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 



  



Parental Involvement and Satisfaction: 
Collaboration with parents, guardians, and the broader community remains integral 
to the success of Heroes HAF Activities. This encompassed a range of initiatives, 
including the distribution of informative leaflets, the creation of a group chat, and 
active involvement of parents in their child's educational journey. The group chat not 
only facilitated ongoing communication and real-time updates during trips but also 
provided an invaluable platform for signposting parents to relevant resources and 
information. Additionally, sharing photos from sessions served to offer a glimpse into 
the enriching experiences their children were encountering. The testimonials and 
survey results further underscore the significant parental satisfaction, highlighting 
the effectiveness of our collective efforts in shaping and nurturing the future 
generation. 
 

Below is evidenced feedback from parents, providing valuable insights into the 
positive impact of Heroes HAF Activities on their children and families: 

 

 



 

 



 
 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 

 
 



 



 



 



 
 



 



 



 



 
  



Conclusion: 
In conclusion, the Winter 2024 edition of Heroes HAF Activities was a resounding 
success, offering a comprehensive and enriching experience for all participants. 
From carefully curated menus sourced from local businesses to indoor physical 
education activities and captivating trips, every aspect was meticulously designed to 
ensure a balance of enjoyment, education, and well-being. The collaborative efforts 
with parents, the commitment to safeguarding, and the focus on individual needs, 
including those with Special Educational Needs, underscored the inclusivity and 
dedication to each child's growth. The positive feedback from parents, the evident 
joy of the students, and the successful execution of a well-rounded program reflect 
the collective commitment of the Heroes HAF team. 
 
A heartfelt appreciation goes out to our dedicated staff members whose unwavering 
enthusiasm, creativity, and commitment played a pivotal role in making the Winter 
2024 Heroes HAF Activities a memorable and impactful experience for all. Their 
dedication to the well-being, education, and enjoyment of each child truly 
exemplifies the ethos of Heroes Centre LTD. Additionally, we extend our gratitude to 
Walsall Council for their invaluable support, which has been instrumental in making 
this program a reality. Their collaboration has significantly contributed to the success 
of Heroes HAF Activities, furthering our shared goal of nurturing the potential of the 
next generation. We look forward to building on this success in future editions and 
continuing to provide a positive and enriching environment for all participating 
students. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Memories Shared with Parents: 
A vibrant visual record of the Winter 2024 Heroes HAF Activities is available for 
everyone to relish, with a total of 240 captivating photos showcased on our 
Facebook page. Additionally, to ensure that parents remain well-informed and 
connected to their child's experiences, a substantial collection of 820 photos was 
exclusively shared directly with parents. Our commitment to transparent and 
continuous communication is evident right from the outset, as we initiate contact 
with parents as soon as they sign up for the program. This dedication to keeping 
parents actively engaged in their child's journey is a cornerstone of the Heroes HAF 
philosophy, fostering a sense of inclusivity and allowing families to share in the 
joyous moments and accomplishments of their children throughout the entirety of 
the program. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=916381297153727&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=916381297153727&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958503862673&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958503862673&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958493862674&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958493862674&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958397196017&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958397196017&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958400529350&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958400529350&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958307196026&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958307196026&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958303862693&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958303862693&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958207196036&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958207196036&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958197196037&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958197196037&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958193862704&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958193862704&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958133862710&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958133862710&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958080529382&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958080529382&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958060529384&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958060529384&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958050529385&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915958050529385&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957993862724&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957993862724&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957927196064&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957927196064&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957917196065&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957917196065&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957907196066&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957907196066&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957857196071&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957857196071&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957813862742&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957813862742&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957773862746&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957773862746&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957770529413&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957770529413&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957747196082&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957747196082&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957670529423&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957670529423&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957657196091&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957657196091&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957640529426&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957640529426&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957607196096&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957607196096&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957523862771&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957523862771&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957520529438&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957520529438&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957500529440&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957500529440&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957480529442&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957480529442&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957383862785&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957383862785&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957377196119&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957377196119&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957357196121&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957357196121&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957337196123&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957337196123&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957253862798&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957253862798&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957233862800&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957233862800&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957223862801&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957223862801&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957213862802&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957213862802&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957090529481&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957090529481&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957083862815&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915957083862815&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956963862827&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956963862827&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956943862829&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956943862829&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956933862830&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956933862830&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956923862831&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956923862831&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956803862843&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956803862843&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956790529511&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956790529511&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956753862848&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956753862848&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956750529515&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956750529515&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956603862863&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956603862863&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956597196197&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956597196197&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956577196199&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956577196199&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956570529533&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956570529533&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956477196209&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956477196209&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956470529543&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956470529543&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956460529544&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956460529544&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956457196211&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956457196211&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956333862890&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956333862890&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956330529557&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956330529557&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956320529558&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956320529558&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956313862892&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956313862892&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956203862903&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956203862903&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956200529570&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956200529570&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956187196238&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956187196238&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956183862905&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915956183862905&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915955077196349&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915955077196349&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915955070529683&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915955070529683&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915955060529684&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915955060529684&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954807196376&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954807196376&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954773863046&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954773863046&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954770529713&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954770529713&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954763863047&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954763863047&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954760529714&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954760529714&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954757196381&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954757196381&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954443863079&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954443863079&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954440529746&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954440529746&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954433863080&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954433863080&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954357196421&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954357196421&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954353863088&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954353863088&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954340529756&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954340529756&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954280529762&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954280529762&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954233863100&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954233863100&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954223863101&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954223863101&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954187196438&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954187196438&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954203863103&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954203863103&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954170529773&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954170529773&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954110529779&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954110529779&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954077196449&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954077196449&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954063863117&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915954063863117&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953987196458&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953987196458&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953960529794&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953960529794&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953957196461&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953957196461&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953883863135&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953883863135&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953870529803&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953870529803&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953843863139&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953843863139&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953793863144&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953793863144&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953787196478&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953787196478&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953783863145&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953783863145&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953733863150&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953733863150&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953707196486&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953707196486&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953687196488&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953687196488&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953643863159&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953643863159&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953627196494&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953627196494&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953613863162&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953613863162&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953560529834&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953560529834&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953527196504&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953527196504&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953507196506&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953507196506&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953447196512&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953447196512&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953443863179&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953443863179&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953417196515&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953417196515&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953383863185&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953383863185&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953343863189&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953343863189&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953333863190&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953333863190&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953303863193&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953303863193&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953287196528&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953287196528&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953237196533&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953237196533&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953220529868&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953220529868&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953157196541&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953157196541&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953137196543&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953137196543&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953127196544&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953127196544&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953123863211&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953123863211&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953083863215&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953083863215&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953053863218&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915953053863218&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952983863225&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952983863225&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952980529892&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952980529892&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952970529893&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952970529893&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952963863227&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952963863227&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952877196569&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952877196569&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952873863236&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952873863236&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952820529908&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952820529908&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952817196575&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952817196575&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952773863246&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952773863246&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952767196580&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952767196580&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952720529918&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952720529918&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952713863252&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952713863252&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952667196590&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952667196590&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952660529924&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952660529924&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952603863263&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952603863263&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952593863264&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952593863264&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952557196601&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952557196601&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952543863269&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952543863269&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952450529945&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952450529945&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952443863279&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952443863279&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952377196619&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952377196619&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952387196618&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952387196618&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952307196626&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952307196626&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952297196627&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952297196627&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952230529967&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952230529967&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952227196634&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952227196634&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952180529972&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952180529972&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952173863306&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952173863306&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952130529977&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952130529977&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952113863312&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952113863312&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952070529983&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952070529983&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952057196651&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952057196651&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952023863321&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952023863321&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952010529989&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915952010529989&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951933863330&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951933863330&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951907196666&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951907196666&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951870530003&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951870530003&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951773863346&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951773863346&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951757196681&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951757196681&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951810530009&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951810530009&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951733863350&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951733863350&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951673863356&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951673863356&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951660530024&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951660530024&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951617196695&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951617196695&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951597196697&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951597196697&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951540530036&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951540530036&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951530530037&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951530530037&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951480530042&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951480530042&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951477196709&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951477196709&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951430530047&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951430530047&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951423863381&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951423863381&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951323863391&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951323863391&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951320530058&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951320530058&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951223863401&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951223863401&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951220530068&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951220530068&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951163863407&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951163863407&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951147196742&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951147196742&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951083863415&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951083863415&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951067196750&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915951067196750&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950960530094&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950960530094&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950940530096&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950940530096&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950890530101&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950890530101&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950883863435&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950883863435&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950820530108&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950820530108&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950813863442&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950813863442&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950757196781&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950757196781&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950753863448&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950753863448&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950697196787&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950697196787&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950683863455&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950683863455&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950623863461&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950623863461&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950620530128&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950620530128&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950570530133&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950570530133&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950557196801&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950557196801&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950497196807&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950497196807&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950490530141&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950490530141&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950423863481&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950423863481&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950407196816&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950407196816&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950310530159&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950310530159&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950303863493&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950303863493&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950237196833&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950237196833&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950230530167&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950230530167&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950170530173&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950170530173&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950163863507&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950163863507&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950080530182&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950080530182&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950077196849&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950077196849&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950020530188&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950020530188&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950013863522&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=915950013863522&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3


 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=913682870756903&set=pb.100063455951524.-2207520000&type=3
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